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Crazed Rodents
Storm Library
Bv Alison L. Adkins
October 13." 1983 was an average night
in the new Jaw library. Industrious first-years were busy creating new
hilighter patterns and designs in their
case-books. Industrious second-years.
heads to their books and eyes intently
closed. once again expertmented with
the osmosis method of briefing cases.
Even a few third-years were at the
library, making token appearences and
reminiscing over the days when they
used to study and take classes for a
grade.
Suddenly, a blood-curdling scream
rang out from near the central staircase. Students. ever prepared to take a
studybreak, ran to find out what in fact
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was the proximate cause of this rather
public nuislnce. Had the Headnotes
gone ne~1lve? Was a fellow law
student constructively releasing a little I
academic pressure'? Had an obnoxious
gunner finally receive<{_his just desserts?
The truth ,..,~~ incredible and
shocking. rendering many secondyear~ unable to n•surne their work that I
even mg.
Rodents had invadl.'d the sub levels.
Th(' mouse spotted that night craftily
escaped, as d1d th<> mice 1note the
plural l spoiled on October HI running
from S·IIO to the seminar room <No
need to worry - they had indeed reserGraphiC b\ Em· Hard
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SFF Goes Alaskan

Prof. Fred Schaut•r

Schauer:
We think
We'll
K eep Him
By Kevin Tottis
Visiting Professor Frederick Schauer
isn't just visiting any more. The Constitution specialist has been hired as a
full-ti me faculty member
" Ultimately, I've been delightfully
happy here," Schauer sa1d. "(The law
school> suits my particular academic
style. It fits well."
Schauer, who prev1ously taught at
\\'illiam and Mary. came to l\lichigan
last fall as a visiting professor. ''I
ca me only with the exp<'ctation that I
would stay a year," he said. "Given the
reputa tion of the school I saw no reason
not to.''
screening visiting professors as
potential full-time faculty members is
an important part of the school's hiring
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By Slt•pht>n Burrington
When I started to plan for the summer following my second year here, I
was lucky euough to come upon a job
opportunity that stood out from all the
rest. In its program description
Alaska Legal Se r vices modestly
claimed to offer both "a chance to live
in unparalleled scenic beauty and the
still-available opportunity to make important law." If that were true, I
thought, the experience would be worth every hour I had spent in Olin
Browder's property class. The Student
Funded Fellowship program enabled
me to find out whether Alaska Legal
Ser vices was bluffing.
Kodiak Island, where I worked from
late May until early August last year ,
lies southwest of the Alaskan mainland.
Alaskans know it for the thick green
vegetation that covers its mountains
during the summer, and those who live
on Kodiak sometimes refer to it as "the
northernmost Hawaiian Island."
Most people know of Kodiak for other
reasons. It is inhabited by the Kodiak
bear, one of the world's largest carniverous mammals, and a population of
seabirds that is remarkable even by
Alas kan standards. The town of Kodiak
is the second larges t fi shing port in the
United States; it was once the capital of
Russ1a 's North American colony.

The legal services office m Kodtak
serves the SIX Native villages around
the edge of the island and several on the
Aleutian chain. No private attorneys
serve the Native community, so we
handled a wide range of noncriminal
problems. I once spent a few hours
trying - unsuccessfully - to do
something for a client whose home had
been torn apart by a Kodiak bear. The
termination of another c lient's unemployment benefits raised constitutional
issues that could have arisen in much
the same way anywhere in the United
States.
Like Alaska itself, my work was full
of incongruities. I was amazed to find
that the legal services office subscribed
to, a mong other things, the Michigan
Law Review. My home, which
overlooked the north P acifi.c from the
lop of a hill ten miles from town, had no
plumbing, yet it was not until I went to
Kodiak that I learned to use a word
processor. By the end of the summer I
was used to doing things like reading
the latest issue of the Yale Law Journal on the lawn of Kodiak's Russia n Orthodox Church.
Not surpr isingly, my assignments
varied a great deal. Some of them involved flying for several hours through
snow-covered mountains to villages on
the far side of Kodiak Island, usually to

investigate land claims of one sort or
another. Twenty years ago few Alaska
Natives had to deal with boundar1es or
property disputes. but since then a
mullltude of public and private entities
have acquired rights to Alaska's
natural resources.
Fortunately Alaska Legal Services
became active at an ear ly stage in the
slate's development. Attorneys like
those I worked with have been instrumental in protecting the Natives'
right to continue their traditional uses
of Alaska's resources.
Back in our office in the courthouse
building, I divided my time between
routine matters a nd large research
projects. Largely because of the role it
plays in serving Alaska's 1ative community, Alaska Legal Services has
enough funding to undertake a substantial amount of litigation. ln retrospect I
am struck by the amount of briefwriting I did. One particularly complicated case involved a single client's
homestead claim . It took a twenty-four
hour working day to get our brief to the
federal district court in Anchorage on
time, but we did a far more thorough
job tha n either the government or the
Native corporation involved in the case.
At least in Alaska, omething like equal
access to the Jaw actually exists.
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Jessica Litman to Join Faculty
By KARE:\' JEWELL
Pres1dent Shelia Johnson opened the
Senate meeting Monday night with a
discussion of several academic issues
which the Senate has been working on
since the beginning of the semester.
Johnson read a report from Ann
Cooper of the Faculty Search Committee. on the committee's efforts to hire
women and minority Jaw professors.
According to Cooper, Jessica Litman

wtll join the 1\lichigan faculty either
next fall or in 1985. Litman IS a
graduate of Columbia Law School, and
also has a master's degree in theater
She is currently clerking for a feder<JI
judge, and has applied for a Suprt>me
Court clerkship.
The Senate a lso heard from Jim
Weygandt of the Curriculum Committee. According to Weygandt, the committee ism the process of hiring a per-

son to adm1n1ster the case c lub
program. And specifi c proposals for
changes in case clubs will be discussed
at the committee's next meeting in two
weeks

Apologies to Frank Ballantine,
Speakers Commillee chair, whose
name was incorrectly reported last
week.
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It's Only Money

Letters
BLSA Reflects on the
State of Black America
To the editor :
Upon entering a new year, \\e customarily reflect
on the preceeding year's victories and defeats - its
highs and lows. This reflection incrementall)
broadens our perspective on the past, present , and
future. For Black America at the beginning of 1984.
a thoughtful r eflection on the preceding year should
serve us well in ordering our prior ities for the im·
mediate and distant future.
The 20th anniversary celebration of the t963 Mar
chon Washington was held in like fashion in August
of 1983. Unlike the 1963 march, the 1983 march ap
peared more in the nature of a political r ally. Its
focus - JOBS, PEACE & FREEDOM - was indeed
some evidence of the changes that our struggle has
undergone in the last 20 years. In the sixties we
fought primarily for basic social equalit y; today wc
struggle for political and econom ic equality .

Today Student Funded Fellowships kicks off
its drive to get student contributions. For
those of you who are new in town , or who
The struggle of the eighties is necessar ily diffigured that SFF was just another alphabet ferent because we are engaged in a step-by-step
soup group, we 'll explain who SFF is. SFF is a movement toward full participation i n all aspects of
bunch of students who get contr ibutions from American society. The crumbled barrier.; of the past
law firms and law students in or der to provide are the stepping stones for later generations of
Blacks who aspire to open and explore new avenues
fell owships for students who want to do public of social, economic, and political participation . We
interest work for the summer .
witnessed some evidence of this upward step-by
If you a re interested in doing public interest step movement in 1983.
work, take note. If you have a job for the
The Black community certainly can b<' pc·oud of
sum mer , take an interest. SFF will be asking the substantial political gains made i n 1983. Among
Jaw students to pledge one pe rcent of their the six largest metr opolitan areas in this country
today, four are h<'aded by Blacks ; two of those four
summer income.
<Chicago and Philadelphia ) were captured in 1983
Tha t j ust isn 't that much money , folks. And
due in part to phenomenal Black voter par·
it 's really important. There a re a million ex- ticipation.
cuses not to sign up, and mostly they are
Moreover , we can t ake pride in the presence of a
legitima te. But it's not your blood they want ,
serious Black presidential candidate among those
it's just m oney.
contending for the 1984 Democratic nomination.
If you ever believed that lawyers have some Statistical probabilities aside, Reverend Jackson's
social responsibility, if you ever dreamed of candidacy is symbolically important for the Black
doing publ ic interest Jaw this summer, sign up community. He cs forcefull y demonstrating that
we can become full participants in the social,
to give your one percent.
economic. and political life of this country through
We complain and complain about how the defiance. courage and sheer determinatiOn .
system funnels everyone into corporate Jaw.
Undoubtedly. the greatest victory. poli tical or
But who will take us seriously unless we sup- otherw1se, of 1983 was secur ing a national holiday
port, not only with words, but with money. honoring the late Or. Reverend Marlin Luther K ing.
those students who have a commitm ent to Jr. This victory was the culm ination of a 15-year effort to honor the principle of human equality by
doing publi c interest work?
honoring a man who gave his ltfe for that principle.
This is not a campaign to feed the starving We should take this precious moment i n our history
children in India ; it's not to save the wild rice and make it a marker for r ededicating our lives to
in Western Wyoming . The money goes to the struggle for dignity, equality. and justice for all
people you know . It goes for rent and food
The burden, however, is on us to take the risks for
money , not cabs a nd theater tickets. Last freedom and equality. These risks can be. and in
year SFF m ade it possible for 12 people to deed are, signi ficant. We must risk our complacency ; our comfort and convenience: our indifference
work at public interest jobs.
That's pretty good , but we can do better ; and apathy; and yes. perhaps even our lives.
they had to turn away 17 people.
On a somewhat less political note, the year of 1983
Yeah , you're broke. We're all broke. We're gave us our first Black in space. Another social
a ll in debt, we all have problems. But you barrier was broken as we witnessed the crowning of
don 't have to give any money right now . You the fir st Black Miss Amer ica. Moreover. the first
don 't have to do a nything until the end of the Black chief j ustice of a state judicial system was
receiv<'d by the state of Pennsylvania . All of these
summer when your bank account looks a littl e accomplishments
should further strength<'n our
he.qlthier.
resolve to press onward . An unmitigated spirit of
res hard to think about summer when you determination always has been our undergirding
can 't even remember what it's like to be tan, strength .
and YOl! can't imagine why you ever craved
ice cream every single day. But this is the • Despite this parade of honors, there is an unner ving state of crisis in the Black community. While
season when students who wan,t public interest the legally-sanctioned system of ra cia l segregation
jobs a re trying to figure out where they'll and discrimination has been virtually eliminated ,
work, a nd if they can afford to do the kind of many Black Am el'icans yet remain cut off from the
work they want to do .
social , economic, and political mainstr eams of
It's one way to beat the F ebrua ry blahs. Do Ameri can society . The progr ess of Blacks has been
it.

partially stymied by a sublle system of in stitutionalized racism and benign neglect

Th1s system has produced Black i nfant mortalit}
rates which ar<' more than twice those for Whites
Black medcan fam1 l y cncome lags at 55 per cent of
Whi tl' mechan family income. The l ife expectancy
of Blacks 1s six \Ntrs shorter than that of Whites. l n
198:3 Black une~ployment was 18.5 per cent, while
Black youth unemployment was more than 45 per
cen t
Somehow, though, th1s nation is experiencing an
economic recovery. Further. the ever-increasing
numb<•r of f<•mal<' headed households among Black
families and th<• alarmingly high rate of Black
teenage pregnanc1es threaten to perpetuate the
cycle of pov<'rty and d<'spair on another generation
to come In spct<' of th1s bleak picture, some have
found the need to launch an attack on affir mative
action programs whcch were designed to r emedy
the crippling eff<'cts of past and present forms of
ra cial discrimination. Until equality of opportunit)
ts a r ea lity for all Americans, affirmative actio!' in
one variety or another must be maintained.
Thus. it seems that our victori es are more than
counterba lanced by our defeats. In the inspiring
words of Uw l al<' Dr. King, however , we kn ow that
we can " hew out of the mountain of despair a stone
of hope ." The miss ion is ours, and we must believe
that it is an achievable one. We must dedicate our
economic and intellectual r esources to developing
cr eative and effel'live solutions to the host of ills af·
flictin~ thl' for~ottt•n constituencies of our society.
We can if we will. and we shall . Step-by-step we
shall overcome.
Black Law tudents Alliance

WLSASurvey
To thr editor:
The Women 's Law Students As sociation is
working to reinstitute the teaching of a course on
Women and the Law here at Michigan. The course
might mclude top1cs such as women's status in the
famcly, constitutional approaches to women 's
nghts. and the treatment of women under cr iminal
law. Professor Donald Regan taught this course in
1980. with an enrollment of sixty students. both
men and women
I n November of last year. WLSA printed a survey
m th<' Hes Grst a(• We were seek ing answers to two
questiOns. First. do students think a Women and the
Law course should be taught her e? Second. if such
a course were offered. would many students take it?
The response we received to both questions was a
strong YES. 140 people. or 12% of the student body.
return ed the survey. Of that group. 120, or 86%.
agreed that a Women and the Law course should be
offered here at Michigan . 69% of those r eturning
the survey indicated that they would be interested
in taking such a course if it were offer ed.
These results clearly show support from a large
group of sludent s forth<' teachi ng of Women and the
Law. Our next step will be to present these r esults
to the law school administration in hopes that action
will be taken to teach this course next year.
We extend our thank s to all of you who took the
time to fill out and r eturn the sur vey. Your " Ad·
ditional comments• · were helpful and we hope tha t
they will be taken into account if the administration
does agr ee to ha ve the course taught.
I>onn<l Kiefer

Donna Kiefer is a member of 1he IVLSA
sreering commirree.
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Letters

Boy Next Door as Antihero

Clarify Basis
For Grading

To th(' Nlit01·:
I would like to extend our vote of confidence for
Michael Barnes for the position of Ronald Reagan's
image strategist for the 1984 Presidential campaign. Barnes has identified the key elements of
Reagan's landslide victory in 1980, and those same .
elements appear bound to keep the Reagan fam ily
in the White House for four more years. By hiring
Barnes to promote his image, Reagan could make
his victory in 1984 an inevitability.
Ronald Reagan is everything Barnes says he is;
unfortunately he is more. I don 't know about you.
but my heroes don't go a round doing . the things
Reagan has done over the last three years. and
promises to do for the next five. Do American
heroes look the other way when hunger. industrial
pollution and civil rights violations are disadvantaging helpless groups within the society to the
benefit of the privileged elite? Would a hero cease
a lmost all dialogue with his worst enemy while at
the same time building a nuclear arsenal tha t could
destroy the world several times over , thereby endangering the entire world in the process?
Do heroes leave Washington for their California
ranches when tough questions are s ure to be asked,
as Reagan did as he pulled the marines out of
Lebanon, leaving his staff behind to face the music?
Does a hero insult the ranks of poor and unemployed
by taking month long vacations at his California
ranch? Is funding Salvadoran death squads a
heroic act? Are heroes such voracious readers that
they can readily quote " Readers Digest?"
Barnes also says Reagan reminds him of the boy
next door. The only conclusion that can be drawn
from this is that Barnes must have lived next door
to Eddie Haskell. The truth is Reagan never gives
us the whole story. He does give us that Hollywood
smile that made him Barne's hero, and he tells us

To the cdito•·:
The continuing debate over exams, grades and
assessment in the law seems to be high on cr itique
but limited on construction. In the short time I have
had the honour of being among you the emphasis on
grades as a measure of success has been very
evident.
Perhaps the difficulty is better approached by
locking the stable door before· the horse bolts.
Professors may like to include in their introductory
handouts a binding statement of both their attitude
to grading and their process. For example,
" In this subject, a final examination will be held
It will be open book and consist of one essay
question and two problem solving exercises, to
last three hours. The exam will constitute 80 per cent of the final grade. A non-skewed cur ve wil l
be applied with median and mode at the grade
of " B. ''
In addition, class participation will count for 20
percent of the grade. A similar non-skewed
curve will be applied.
Such a statement would at least let the student
know what and how he or she is required to achieve
in terms of performance both absolute and relative.
Whatever qualms one might have as to exams and
class participation as methods of assessment the
veil of ignorance presently imposed on so many
students would be lifted at a minimum of inconvenience to each professor.
Da vid 0 . Knoll

just what we w'a nt -to hear , that everything in
America is good again . What he means by that , of
course is that , domestically , the rights of
minorities and women are non-issues, and, in
foreign affairs , the U.S. pretty m uch has its way
around the world. Well, Mr. President, those days
are past, and sooner or later even you will have to
face up to it.
Some things are better since Reagan took office.
For instance, inflation has taken a nosed ive s ince
January , 1981 , but anyone who believes that this has
anything to do with Reagan and not with the
deter ioration of OPEC and the Fed's tight money
policies is simply deluded by that old Reagan
image. That's Reagan for you, a lways there to ta ke
credit where credit is not due. Come to think of it,
Reagan does remind me of the boy next door. except
those Bechtel boys from down the block would not
play with my boy next door because his parents
refused to buy him an MX missile.
Barnes plays on the fact that American Presidential politics has come down to images. This
phenomenon has come about through a variety of
factors, not the least of which is television. The
question that needs to be asked is whether this is the
best wa y to choose a ·man or woman for the most influential office in the world.
I say it is not ; in fa ct it is inherently dangerous,
especially when a former actor is running. Voters
have a right to know what a candidate proposes to
do if he should win, and wh~t he is up to once his is in
office. All we get from Reagan is a face that reminds us of some old 'B' movies we saw on Bill Kennedy
and reassurances that because Reaga n is in office
things are somehow just fi ne. While this provides
security for some, I think the American public
deserves more.
Sheldon Katz

Presidents, Heroes and Myths
To the editot·:
Most pollsters would find it difficult to disagree
with Michael Barnes' comm ents concerning
Pres ident Reagan's skill as a politician. Indeed, the
point that most of his critics first concede is that
our current President lives up to his title of the
Great Communicator.
But I find it difficult to accept our President as
some long lost hero for whom the American
populace desperately waited. I agree that this
generation is in need of heroes. They a re wasting
their time if they are looking to this President.
Our heroes will have to come from the courageous
stuff which makes men and women look ahead to
the future and plan for it accordingly. In their efforts, these special individuals usuall y end up shaping
that future. The current President is trapped in a
desire to return to a time when things were much
simpler, when the globe could be divided between
the so-called good and bad powers and peace could
be assured as long a s the United States economy
was healthy . Fact is, such simpler times never
existed except in the myths to which people of all
generations still cling. The myths make the burden
of fa cing the present m oment and futur e
generations and problems more bearable.
The myths become all the more unbelievable
when we gather up enough courage from within
ourselves and start examining some of the most
fund amental elements of that future , our future .
The so-called good and bad powers may still exist,
but identifying them will oft en prove to be of little
val ue. When both the so-called good and bad powers
have the capability of destroying each other. coexistence and some modicum of cooperation will be
the only solution.
The President's des ire to paint the world black and
white is a reflection of a myth, not of the future . The
da nger lies in his clinging so tightly to the myth that
he refuses to face this pa rticularly important
element of the future. Why must we wait four years
before the President even visits a m ajor communist
power ?

Another element of our future is the fact that the
United States will remain for some time a leading
economic force .within the world arena . There is
nothing heroic, however, in creating record defici ts
which lead many other nations· to question whether
the United Slates, the economic leader , is fiscally
responsible after all. Our economic responsibility
is a worldwide one requiring the foresight of heroes,
not the reckless policies of ill-informed or singleminded politicians.
It is unfortunate that the White House has such
difficulty attracting heroes or keeping them. There
have been a few exceptions in our history spann-ing
a couple of centuries, but they have been misunderstood or gunned down or usually both. America's

heroes who reached the White House had s uch
tr agic exits because they dared lo chl!llenge the
myths which some Americans valued higher than
human life itself.
America cannot afford to look to this particula r
President for its hero. I still wish him all the luck in
the world in performing his job. And I may even
vote for him this year if he uses his powers as the
Great Communicator to convince me that he is the
right candidate, or perhaps just the lesser of two
evils (which seems to be more typica l in American
politics). But we will have to search further than
this White House for true heroes.
Dennis G. Tercz
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Last week, we v.we introduced ro
Capt. Sands and the leaders of rite
Ship of Law, Michil{ana. Their impassioned quest to preserve the Law
led them 10 planet Lurch in search
of a stolen slwulecraft. There, Komi
Czar awaits rendezvous with Capt.
8/ahzi of the Columbia. In rhe
Cook Room, Sands and his officers
contemplate their next move...
" ... ZBln
Nta
SaFron
sac
jllbqtruban ... "
Captain Sands found it very useful to
have ~ray Whit speak at briefings; il
a llowed time for him to collect his
thoughts. Ka mi Czar had taken shuttle
2·238 to Lurch's Planet. Was it What

bul preferably "Ship Shrink.'' He was
famous for his treatises covering lhe
mental slates of the criminally insane,
based primarily on his lengthy conversattons wtth the Bulc youth. "Czar is an
obsessed man. Never appointed as an
officer because of the ship's need for his
published works, the driving forces
within him vented the frustration in the
only way possible... flight."
Thts was the moment Reagings was
wailing for and he quickly swallowed
two blue pills. " But that obviously
leaves unanswered four and one half
basic questions. First. the conditions of
his flight :
why not take any
c itecheckers?
This first, basic,
primary, substan... "
"Gentlemen, we're straying." Captain Sands interrupted, "How can we
get him back? Go ahead, Stretch. "
Doc Cooper put down his carafe of
Paul Masson a Ia Orson Welles, 1981.

((Computer confirms that it is the
Columbia on a direct course for us
she will be in weapons range in five
minutes
can we blast her then, Captain?

A fe\\ seconds wail seemed like an
eternity. No one had checked ; d1d
Jerryi leave with Czar?!
.. . . abh
. hello?" The officers
breathed a sigh of relief.
''Jerryi, is that you?" commanded
Sands.
what would you s-a) 1f I
" Well, .
told you that the man to ''hom vou are
speaking is the Engineering Coordinator?"
" I'd say that it is you, Jer ry1 "
"But what if I were to ... ah
. tell
you lbal whomever you arc talkmg to .

..

un deck nine deep in the bowels of the
ship, a grey-haired man was stooped
over a typewriter, oblivious to the events of the day, and even more so to the
events in the Cook Room.

"Book of Aile, January 1, 2984.
It seems thar rhe plans of the
rebellion shall soon be mamfesred.
There is a growing, pervasive consciousness that the present system
cannot endure. Values engrained in
the original fanatics are now one
hundred forty years old. Governing
rules are now the religion, with rhe
Law as god.
Did the founders realize that such
fervenr, myopic passion would
develop? How could they not
know? Surely there had to be some
foresight. But even this question
aside, query: Arc we rhen bound hy
these archaic ideals? The rebels
think otherwtse. .. ''

mng to realize what Czar's plan mUst
be However. Sands did not know tbt
strength of the Columbia . The CoiiJln.
bia. launched approxiinalely Uurtt
years after the Michigana, had ~
same basic external configuration a!
the Mic higana, but there was nt
available information concerning its
weapon's systems. Columbian Blahzi
though, knew the Michigana inside an(
out.
That was the problem wiU
freedom of information rules. "Glitc.
work on those charter amendments:
thought Sands.
· •I have the commander of tltt
Columbia. sir."
" Very good, Witty, ... main screen..
Then call down to Doc Coope r ; tell him
to send Jerryi off immedjately. Have
his mouth taped shut if necessary... llt
has four minutes ... I ' ll try to buy a~
much lime as I can.'' Captain Sands
cased himself into the command chaiJ
and lit a new bowl, waiting for ~
communication link. The play was

He was dressed in flowing black robes
- the tnark of a Socratic. His mission
was clear: R eturn with Czar's papers
and Kan1i Czar hil11selj - preferab~y
alive.

Czar said, or how he said it? " I want
out.'' he said. "Don't come after me,
you won't be able lo lake me alive! "
That was it. That was enough. A quick

' ·In-deed, gentlemen. We all know Czar
well enough that one look al a shuttle
full of chuckleheaded security men and
he'll destroy the manuscripts. He is, af-

a we/1 then . . . we could win, lose, or
draw
with equal probability to
each."
search of Czar's quarters revealed that
all of his important papers and notes
were gone- even the manuscript of the
new Galactic Con Law Treatise.
Now, the issue at hand was bow to get
Kami Czar and his papers back to the
ship; hopefuJJy with Czar alive. Czar
wa s the key publisher on the
Michigana. Without him, .Michigana
prestige wouJd drop dramatically.
" Yes Koip?"
" 1 take it, what everyone is saying
here is that even a sma!J security force
would push Czar over the brink.··
Most certainly!" It was Or. Wapson,
officially Ship's Psvchiatric Consultant

ter all, one of the two remammg
Socratics. There is only one man who
has even the sligh-test chance of getting
close to him and perhaps overcoming
him . Czar was his mentor and should
trust him- no one else would be perceived as unbiased, uninterested, or
uninformed. Of course, the one of
whom I s peak is Engineering Coordinator J erryi. ·•
Sands looked around the table at his
officers. . . silent concurrence .
Everyone knew that Jerryi was the only
hope Sands look a hit from his pipe and
then snapped on the intercom: "Sands
to Lt. Jerrvi."

Captain Sands was once again racing
to the bridge. Jerry• had just been
given his orders, and Doc Cooper would
take care of his outfitting. Departure
time was set ror thirty mtnutes. The
miss1on required the usc of another
shuttle. Sands hoped that he wouJd at
least see that one again.
Lt. J .J .J spoke as soon as the
opemng bndge doors revealed Sands
and his entourage. "Computer confir·
ms that it IS the Columbia on a direct
course for us... she will be in weapons
range in five minutes ... can we blast
her then, Captain?''
"Ballleslalions Lt. , defensive veil up.
computer weapons lock when in range.
.. but no firing until my order!''
"Aw, c'mon Captain, be a sport !"
·•communications!" Captain Sands
knew that if he let J.J.J . have his way
Kami Czar and the missing shuttle
would be ash by now. Sands was begin-

about to begin, and he had a leading
role. Confidence... that's the ke) ..
and righteous indignation. SandE"
assumed this look as best he could.
"Well, well. . . greetings Captai&
Sands!"
"Blahzi. .. I didn't realize that the
Columbia was so indiscriminate aboUl
who they had in command." That's iL
delay. Keep him off guard.
"Cut the crap, Sands! I'm here for
KamiCzar!"
"Captain?" It was Lt. Witty. San~
motioned to cut communications audio
"We are intercepting tr ansmissions
bet ween the Columbia and the 2-238 ··
''Jam it ! Let them work blind."
When lhe audio link was re·
established, Blahzi continued, "Sands.
Czar and I have an agreement. Yo~
cannot interfere!· ·
''My dear Captain Blahzi. Kami Czar
is a free man. He may do as he pleases.

Czar tried to think of the best way to
kill himself. It seemed to be a much better fate than to be stranded on a deserted
p lanet with Jerryifor company.

My only concern is the retrieval of my
shuttle."
" Then sto p jammi ng my communications !··
"Sorry, ol' buddy, ... can't do that."
Sands leaned back and took a long
draw; he was in control, ''You see, the

adhesive strip from his mouth. He was
dressed in flowing black robes- the
mark of a Socratic. Ilis mission was
clear: Return with Czar's papers .:~nd
Kami Czar himself- preferably alive.
The shuUic's destination hnd been
preset and locked: there was no turning
back .Jerryi opent->d a communtcations
channel, ''Kami Czar. arc you th('t·e?"
" Yes, I'm here. Who's this?"
"What would you say if I were to, ...
ahh, te!J you that this was Captain
Blahzi of the Columbia?"
·'I'd say you're lying. Jerryi is this
you?!" Czar demanded.
· " Good, now ... ahh ... what if I were
to say that I am Captain Sands?''
replied J erryi, apparently oblivious to
Czar's response.
" You 're lying. Jerryi are you
alone?!" Czar again demanded.
''Now where would you draw the
line~"

But then came one question too
many. "Don~t you think Captain Sands
will get you more office space?"
Sands then heard a pause. How he
heard a pause, he wasn't s ure; he had
of course been sucking his pipe dry.
''Sir, we've just written down your
idea and mine on separate sheets of
paper and threw them down the stair·
well. Mine landed on the fourth step.
ll's obviously the one to be pursued."
" Wining, you're relieved !" Sands
turned to one of his Bridge officers.
"Major Meetaugh, gel down there and
take command of Engineering. Let me
know as soon as you have it secure."
On Lurch's planet, beat from J erryi's
-----::-~-

known as the greatest of the Socralics.
" I am the master!"

A swift certain s trike s liced Jerryi 's
robe a~d blood flowed from his
shoulder. Another strike-and it was
Jerryi's left knee that opened up. Ka mi
Czar laughed an evil, hideous laugh, an
executioner 's laugh.
Jerry! felt the stabbing pain, Czar
was truly the master of this weapon.
He used all his skill to prevent an im·
mediate death blow . '·Must I lose? "
Jerryi asked himself as a third strike
cut across his chest.

----------

-

----,

({Captain, we do have hyperspace. If
we engage it now, we can make the
Aurora Borealis in the Orion Nebula!
Great Colors!''
shuttle is mine as well as all of its
equipment. This includes the receiver
and transmitter. " A green light flashed
on the navigation board shulll!' 2·2 11
was a ..vay.
"So any communications must be
handled by my property this being so.
all of those transmissions arc my
property. Try telepathy
That's all "
Blahzi's face . beet red from anger.
faded from the screen. ''Mr. Reugings,
he'll probabl~. attack . \\'hal's your
analysis?"
" There are an infimt<' number of
possibilittes , s1r. F1rst. . "
··could you narro\\ that a bit'! •·
·· well theJ1 ... we could win, lose. or
draw . . . wrth equal pr·obability to
each.''
''Brilliant !·· U1ought Sands. •·A SIXtysix percent chance that we won't

" What. .. the hell. .. are you ... jabbering about? •"
"You ... see the problem."
Czar tried to think of the best way to
kill himself. It seemed to be a much
better fate than to be stranded on a
deserted planet with Jerryi for company. Czar's thoughts were interrupted
by the roar of rocket engines. A shuttle
landed approximately eighty-one
meters away
Uut wa lked a slight,
gnomelike creature. "llooded black
rob('!" thought Czar. " Ballle dress•"
Czar reached under his robe and
grasped hts light sabre. ''The fool, ..
lhis will be his final battle!"
An urgent messnge was being sent to
the Columbia, "Recall your shutUes or
we will. .. " Too !ale. J .J .J. has a quick
eye and an even quicker draw. The for-

aSir, we've just written down your
idea and 1nine on separate sheets of
paper and threw them down the stairwell. Mine landed on the fourth step.
It 's obviously the one to be pursued."
win-and winning is everything " Then
aloud. " Mr. J J .J ..
" Yes sir. blast them now?'' J .J .J .
inquired, his finger already poised
above the weapons controls.
"Negative! Just keep between them
and the planet. You do, however, have
standing orders to 'blast' any shuttle
launched." Sands quickly corrected
hims elf, remembering Jerryi and
J .J .J .'s twitching finger: " .. That is,
any shuttle launchPd from the Columbia ." The waiting game began.
Aboard the 2·211, Jerryi freed himself
from his ropes and removed a while

ce of the explosion shook the
l\1ichigana-thrce Colum bia shullles
destroyed.
Blahzi's response was just as quick.
A bolt of energy ripped through the
Michtgana veil and struck it amidship ,
wiping outlhe Bulc cafeteria . "No big
loss.'' thought Sands. Then into lhe inter com, "Engmeering,. . . Wining,
boost power to the veil. l can't allow
any more hils."
"Captain. we do have hyperspace. If
we engage it now, we can make the
Aurora Borealis in the Orion Nebula l
Great colors!"
"Boost power lo the veil. Wining."
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Jerryi's left hand reached desperately
under his robe and grabbed a cold,
metallic instrument. At the same time,
he feigned right, Czar coun tered left,
and the hissing of a hypo was the last
sound of_the fight.
light sabre singed Czar's right
eyebrow.
Czar's response was a
devastating blow that Jerryi barely
blocked
Kami Czar was a man
possessed. His next blow missed wildly
but struck an auxiliary fuel tank of the
2·238. An explosion that followed threw
the two combatants twenty meters.
Each arose quickly to assess each
others injuries-just surface burns and
cuts. Jerryi decided to make the most
of the interruption and attack.
''Citecheckers? ... ahh ... How many
citecheckers will Blahzi give you?. .
Czar'.' ... ahh... When is the last time
you've beard from him? ... ahh ... Why
isn't he here to meet you?'' Jerryi was
on the offensive, and the tide of battle
seemed to be turning. Kami Czar,
shaken by the explosion, could not
respond quickly enough.
But then came one question too
many. " Don' t you think Captain Sands
will gel you more office space?"
More office space! Rage swelled
within Czar. His eyes became slits. anrl
his jaw stiffened; he had Callen for
that line before. " Arrgh !" Czar
rebounded with the skill that made him

Jerryi's
left
hand
reached
desperately under his robe and grabbed
a cold, metallic instrument. At the
same time, he feigned right, Czar countered left, and the hissing or a hypo was
the last sound of the fight. Kami Czar
slumped to lhe ground, full CC?nlenlS
emptied in his neck. "Mad Dog 20/ 20.
Doc Cooper's potent potion'' thought
Jerryi as he opened his communicator.
In the distance, shuttle 2·238 was
engulfed in names, the fire undoubtedly
fed by Czar's wri tings. " Is the
Michigana there?'' Jerryi called into
lhe communicator. " Were the re new
rules to Lhe game?'' he thought. " Nah.
same rules. Winning is. . . ahh. . .
everything "

Next Week : A REBELCHALLE GE!
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Mice Run Amok
rrom J>age one

':ed

it ahead of t1me. 1 According to
library administrator Margaret Leary.
the two October incidents represent the
first incidents of rodent-spotting in the
new library.
However, the library has long experienced problems with invasions of
various creatures. Cockroaches have
always been a problem in the stacks
and exterminators come regularly to
fumigate the stacks and the offices of
certain long-tenured professors.
Also. cats and squirrels used to
frequent the stacks before the library
staff had screens placed on light wells
around the lower floors of the stacks.
Recently, when the construction crew
of the new library put the windows in
place as the final step in construction,
they t rapped a bird in the s ub-levels.
<See, i.e.. est on top of 104 South·
western Reporter 2d.)
The Reading Room has become an
aviary in its own right.
Pigeons
roosting above the windows enter the
Reading Room when students, longing
for ventilation or a better look at what's
sitting next to the window. prop the
windows open. <Note: Jelling a pigeon
in the window can be an embarrassing
exper ience and may hurt the everguarded Reading Room image of the
suave. available, soon-to-be-a-rich·
professional law s tudent. ) Bats, too,
have occasionally entered the Reading
Room . no doubt attracted by the warm
reception accorded to the many other
predatory animals that fill the Reading
Room during the evening hours.
And now, the mice problem .. What
can we do to prevent the erosion of the
mulli-milhon dollar new library intr a
Here are a few
s ub-level slum?
suggestions:
U PREVENTION:
According to
Mary Clem e nce of the library staff,
food , d rink , and illicit drug smuggling
is a ma jor cause of the rodent infestation To help prevent the mice
problem, you might keep the seven
course "snacks" down to a minimum ,
take the
or n
er back home and

reconvert the "pantry .. section of your
lockup back to a bookshelf.
2> EMERGENCY PROTECTION : If
you actually spot a mouse. you might
try the "physical aggression·· theory of
rodent eradication. In other words,
throw the nearest casebook <Black 's
Law Dictionary. if you have it> at the
disgusting creature. Supplements will
be of no assistance to you, as always.
If you are averse to the often un·
pleasant consequences of the
aggression theory. you might try the
" p ychological intimidation" theory.
Look the mouse in the eye, ask to see his
law I.D., mention your LSAT score.
GPA , Law Review credentials, the
number of colors you use when
highlighting, yo ur highest bowling
score - anything that will make him
feel smaller than he is.
If you find the mouse in your carrel,
use the us ual intimidation methods that
law students regularly use: approach
loudly. walking with a purpose and
direction so that people who look at you
will know you' re heading toward YOUR
carrel ; startle the creature that has
violated YOUR carrel space: whether
you need to or not, open the lockup knowing the combination to a lockup is
the definitive sign of intent to exercise
dominion over YOUR carrel and places
the creature on notice of impending, ac·
tual eviction ; hover over the creature
with a look of anguished inconvenience
for the 30 seconds it takes the c reature
to move out of YOUR carrel.
3) BUT SERIOUSLY , FOLKS: The
librarians would like law students who
spot a mouse or any other creature not
normally found in the library to
descriptively relate the gory details at
S-180 or the Main Desk. Also, they
request that student spotters fill out a
" Trouble Report'' in the Suggestion
Book at the Main Desk. <Sample Entry : " I suggest that we not have mice
in the library. They are unpleasant.")
Perhaps if we all work together, we
can curb the inevitable rodent in·
lrusions and make the new library. on·
ce again. a nice place to visit

1

ED FOH SUCCE. S . . . Tom Coerdt. left. and Kr\·in T\\ ining enjoy a
tast e of the tropirs in a gothic srtting Saturd a) nig ht.
____
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SFF., Goes Alaskan
from page one
Alas ka Legal Services is also able to
handle some routine matters that mos t
other legal services programs have
abandoned in order to save money. For
example, I represented a young Aleut
woman in an uncontested divorce
hearing, something with which few if
any other programs would now bother
It was easy for me to see what endeared Kodiak to the attorneys I
worked with : s uperb scenery outside
the office window, summer days long
enough for a hike after work, and a
steady diet of fresh crab, salmon and
halibut. Legal Services attorneys in
Alaska share a devotion to the state
that e nhances the commitment to social
justice of legal services attorneys
anywhere. Some of the people 1 knew
had first gone to Alas ka as VISTA
workers in the early '70's, returning to
the lower forty-eight only long enough
to attend Jaw school. Others in the
program worked for other legal ser-

vices programs or even large private
firms before going to Alaska . All of
them seem glad to escape the preten·
sions and social divisions that are per·
vasivc ··outside." as Alaskans refer to
the rest of the United States. The
wilderness itself is surprisingly unimportant to most of them - avid back·
packers seem to be more the exception
than the rule throughout Alaska Legal
Services.
Alaska Legal Servic~s a ttorneys are
relatively unconcerned with the political
issues that concern legal services at·
torneys elsewhere. Alaska has its own
issues, which typically involve access
to natural resources such as the
fisheries. Yet in Alaska no less than
elsewhere the underlying issue is social
justice. And in Alaska and in other
str ange places there are talented
people working on that issue, a nd
having a great time together while
they're at it

- - - -NoticesH.L.S.A. will be showing a documentary, The Klan: A Legacy of Hate in
America on Thursday, February 16
from 12 :30 ·1 p .m . in room 150.
The documentary chronicles the
story of the Ku Klux Klafl from 1865 to
the present. While the Klan today numbers only about 100,000, its new military
or ientation, together with increasing
availability of sophisticated wea pons,
makes large scale violence a grim
possibility.
Please come join us. The movie is
SU M ME R
SU BL ET S/ FA LL
free.
HOUSING - A lis t of available sumI NDIVIDUAL EXTERNAL STUDI ES
me r s ublets will be mailed to the sumPROGRAM - Please consult the notice
mer starte r s upon their admission.
Students wishing to take ad vantage of on the Externship Bulletin Board (2nd
floor, Hutchins Hall) concerning the
this ser vice may s ubmit the inforpr ocedures a nd dead lines for
mation in the d rop box outside Room
establishing an individua: e xternship
307 Hutchins Hall. P e rtinent inforprogram. All individual externships
mation must be typed on one"side only
mus
t be a pproved by the Curriculum
of a 3x5 card.
Committee. Students need to s ubmit exAnyon e needi ng housing and/ or
ternship proposals for the 1984 fall ter m
roommates for fall may also s ubmit a 3
to the Committee by Ma rch 30, 1984.
x 5 card. We will kee p a card file on the
Extra copies of the externs hip
large table in Room 300 Hutc hins Hall.
guidelines and announcements of exAlso, if you're a graduating senior
living in a place worth making others . ternship opportunities a re on file in 307
Hutc hins Ha ll. Please see Vi rginia
awa re of please leave a card under the
Gordan (308 Hutchins Ha ll) if you have
a ppropriate file in the housing box.
questions about externships.
BA KETBALL RES ' LTS - Clear and
Present Danger beat Torts Illustrated
to win the coed dividion of the Law
school basketball tourney. In the men's
division, it was the Law Big Dogs over
the Well Hung Jury.
If anyone lost a Modern Socia l
Legislation book or notebook, or a pair
of Pony basketball shoes, or any other
assorted article of clothing at the tournament, see Carrie Seymour . She found
the m .

OR IE:\TATIO:\ LEAOE H :\EEOED
- Students interested in becoming an
or ientation leader for s ummer and/ or
fall may pick up an application outside
Room 307 Hutchins Hall. The application deadline is March /st.
Selected leaders will be required to
attend training sessions wh1ch involve a
lime commitment of approximately
three hours total.
Rosemary Vicary can provide more
information.
TBE EN\'IRONi\1E:--JTi\L Li\W Society
will meet for a potluck dinner on
Friday, February 17 at 619 Summit.
Watch the ELS bulletin board for fur·
ther details.
THE Ni\TI ONI\L LAWYEHS GUILD
Unemployment Compensation P roject
will meet today at 12: 15 p.m . in the
Guild office. We will be discussing our
cases, recurri ng probl e m s. a nd
a nything else that comes up. New
members are encouraged to attend.

Water Crisis - a film presenting thf
problems of actual and potential
regional water shortages in our country
will be s hown tomorrow at 12:15 p.m.
in room 116 H.H. as part of the Environmental Law Society's " Earthwat·
ch" series.

LAW SCHOOL TUTOR ING - Upperclass law s tudents are available to
provide individual acade mic tutoring to
first, s econd a nd third year law students. The re is no fee. Inte rested students
may seek s uc h assistance by contacti ng
Vi rginia Gordan in 308 Hutchins Hall.

Reasonable Rates
Specializing in Legal Documents
Located just across the street
802MONROE
Open 10-5 M-F
665-6157

QUICK QUILL
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
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Clark Urges Lawyers
To Give It Away
By Brad Heinz
and Andrea Loda hl
Ramsey Clark, former Attorney
General and civi l rights activist,
opened the Public Interest Law Conference Friday by urging law students
to examine their values and to incorporate those values into their
professional lives . Public inter est
lawyers, Clark str essed, a re needed to
ensure that our laws bring justice to the
many ins.t ead of power to the wealthy.
Clark began by noting the difficulty
of getting social support and adequate
financial com pensation when practicing in the public interest. He
suggested that law students are "captives of their culture," and that the law
school process stresses a na rrow view
of success based on ·'largely
unexamined " values.
Clark noted that there are essentially
th ree sources of financing for public interest law : di rect funding from the
public sector and private sector. and
voluntary contr ibutions by lawyers in
the form of pro bono work . Public
programs such as the Legal Services
Corporation were criticized, however,
for being too bureaucratic and imposing for the truly impoverished to use
routinely.
Yet obtaining private funds, he asserted, is " hardrock mining." He conclud ed that the most reliable, if
unrealized, resource in the public interest area should be a fixed percentage of lime set aside by attorneys to
engage in pro bono work. .
In order to impress the audience with
the inadequacy of the legal system's
response to the needs of the underrepresented, Clark cited a broad
range of social problems and political
issues which must be addressed
th rough public interest law. Problems
in housing for the poor , welfare, sex
discrimination, and freedom of speech
were all targets for his criticism of the
existing legal system.
The ability of lawyers to use their
talents in addressing larger political

Conference Addresses
Je wish Legal Role
By Jeremy Garber
The Jewish Law Students' Union conference on " Jewish Commitment in the
Legal P rofession" held this past Sunday in Hutchins Hall touched on subjects as diverse as the Arkansas " creation
science" statute and the wearing of
yarmulkes in the U.S. Air Force. Between 70 and 150 persons were in allendance at the various speakers' panels
and meals.
The final panel was moderated by
Professor Yale Kamisar who
reminisced about the not-so-good-old
days of thirty years ago when the Wall
Street firms as well as the faculty of the
University of Michigan Law School
p racticed genteel anti -Semitism .
Professor Michael Rosenzweig, noting
that black and women students had
legitimately called for faculty role
models, a s ked whether a s imilar
argument could be made in the case of
the Jews. He answered this question affirmatively , remarking that while there
are numberous J ews on the faculty , few
overtly express their attachment to the
Jewish people or Judaism by such basic
gestures as not holding class on the
major holidays.
Professor r' rederick Schauer called
on the religiou!> holder to separate her
life into a private religious component
and a public secular component. Any
purely religious dictates influencing
public decision making would be a
violation of the establishment clause,
he said.

Professor Daniel Polsby spoke after
the luncheon of how, paradoxically,
"scientific creationism" can in some
cases be a beneficial doctrine. He noted
that science thrives on the questioning
of established orthodoxies, so that
scientifi c questioning of weak points in
the theory of evolution could promote
the advancement of human knowledge.
Daniel Lev ill of the New York· firm
Kramer, Levin gave a talk on how he
fell as a committed Jew and Zionist
representing such clients as the
Khomeini government of Iran and the
Hunt family of Texas . He cautioned
against rationalizing one's way into a
morally objectionable situation and
warned, in particular, of hiding one's
Jewish commitment from an antiSemitic client. His message seemed to
be that if both lawyer and client are up
front about their politics and religion, a
working relationship can develop.
Judge Avern Cohen then spoke,
giving illustrations of numerous
Michigan judges whose illustrious
judicial careers were complicated by
prominent roles in the social, religious
and cultural institutions of the Jewish
community. He noted that he has never
had to disqualify himself from a case
becau&e of his Jewish commitment and
tolcl of his judging the case of the
Yemenite Arab gun runners, during
which he developed a good working
relationship with their defense attorney, an avid PLO supporter.

Schauer Here to Stay
.
frum

pa~t· tllll'

process. Several professors have been
hired through this method "
The school 's locat1on can prove
detrimental to recruiting new faculty
members. Ann Arbor IS often seen as
more of a family community than more
cosmopolita n ,treas wher<' <'Om parable
law schools are located. But Schauer
says he likes it here.
" I just find it a very enjoyable place
to live, " he said. "It is, after all, 10
times as large as where I'm coming
from <Williamsburg, Virginia).
Schauer is currently leaching Consti tutional law and Injunctions courses.
His specialty is Constitutional law, par-

licularly free speech and the theory of
Constitutional interpretation, he says.
He has written a treatise on obscenity
law and a book concerning the
philosophical issues of free speech. He
has a MBA from Dartmouth and a JD
from Harvard.
" We are delighted to have a person of
Fred's many talents. accomplishments, and stature join our ranks,·· said
Associate Dean Edward Cooper. "Our
students already have learned that he is
an outstanding classroom teacher.
Through his writings, he has become an
outs tanding teacher to many broader
audiences. In the years to come, he will
add much to the school. "

issues was another major theme of the
speech. Clark integrated a broad range
of political and social concerns into the
framework of public interest law, including the a rms race and the role of
Congress in making decis ions on
military a ction. For example, public interest attorneys should raise questions
on the constitutionality of a nuclear first strike. Cla rk asked the a udience,
" How can a bomb which doesn ' t
discriminate between civilia ns and
military targets possibly be legal? "
Clark also criticized the death
penalty as being fundamentally unjust
and discr iminatory as well. One student
asked Clark how he squared his position
with the popular demand for reinstatement of the death penally. He
replied that he respected the political
process and political choice : yet, he
asserted, "a class of one person has
cer tain rights that no screaming mob
can deny. The r ight to life, food,
health... and all the rest. "
Clark went on to say that one of the
most important tasks for public interest
attorneys is developing a private understanding of which human rights a re
" fundamental ," and trying to promote
a public understanding of the same.
Another student asked Clark to comment on the opportunities for a reformminded lawyer to change the system
from within. Clark held that the obstacles are formidable : "Sometimes
opportunities open up, but basically,
the engine is driven for a different purpose." Clark expressed support for
those who enter traditional law fi rms
hoping to make change, but warned
against being co-opted : "Look at yourself in the mirror once in a while and
ask yourself if you are still trying."
Throughout the speech, Clark relied
on numerous statistics and percentages
as a factual basis for his assertions
which he seldom substantiated and
which sometimes contradicted one
another . Nevertheless, his s peech
received a standing ovation.

Public Law Studied
By Bruce Vielmetti
More than 150 people attended eight
panel discussions held Saturday as part
of the Public Interest Law Conference,
according to a "conservative estimate"
from Nancy Krieger , Placement Director. She noted the number represented
about a 5() percent increase from last
year.
Krieger was also impressed with the
turnout for the potluck dinner and Fred
Small concert on Friday night. " All the
food got eaten," she said, " that's
usually a good sign."
Krieger said panel discussions on
Civil Rights, Legal Services and
Prh•ate Practice were the best attended sessions.
Steve Burrington attended two
sessions. He said only five showed up to
discuss the area of elderly and handicapped services, but that about 30
came to a " real good" session explaining Legal Ser vices.
" II was good for people to find out
Lega l Services is more tha n divorces

and mundane sluff," he said.
"I think we achieved our purpose,"
said Steve Wolock, "to expose people to
and excite them about the opportunities
for alternatives. The most important
thing IS probably to institutionalize this
conference, to let people know it's
something to look forward to each
year."
Wolock, along with Eric liard, Jill De
La Hunt and Laura Tilly were the main
student organizers behind the Public
Interest Law Conference
Krieger sa1d the placement office has
already decided to postpone the
regula r , Room 200 tnterviewing a
couple weeks next year . " \\'e hope that
will also give us more time to explain
these a lternatives beforehand," she
said, "so that students can plan their
strategies with all the options in mind ..,
" There's more interest around here
in public interest law than the small
manifest minori ty would make it appera," sa id Wolock.
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Feature
The Not-Ready-For- PRIME-Time Sports
By Michael Barnes

It's about that lime again.
Americans of eve ry color, creed, gender, social class, and political persuasion will again come together to
lake part in one of the most important
events of our lifetime. For most of us,
the only effort required is the simple
flip of a switch every four years. For
the others, it is a continuous and a rduous process, with lillie reward other
than knowing that they tried.
In the end, when the contest is over
a nd the votes are counted, no one will
remember who was right or who played
by the rules Only who won Some will
celebrate. Others will take solace in
knowing that 1988 is but four years
away, when the best a nd the brightest
of another generation will have their
turn to lead our nation.
Personally, however, I think the
Olympics should be held more often.
Not that I don't appreciate being the Official Fea ture Editor of the 1984 Winter
Olympics, mind you-it's an awesome
responsibility and a great honor. But I
was talking the other day with Jerry
Argovitz about writing for the Houston
Law School's paper cin the USFL. the
United
States
Feature-editors'
League), when I got a brainstorm : if
people eat up the winter and summer
Olympics. why not have them in the
spring as well? Not only would it boost
TV revenues and give us a legihmate
alternative to Automan : we would
finally get an edge on the Russ1ans, who
don't know what spring means and, as
far as I know, don't even have such a
word an their language. I haven't
dec1ded which athletic events the
Sprang OlympiCS would feature, but
Mich1gan has such a delightful spring
tha t we could find several possibilities
in our own personal experiences.
Maybe you could add to my list:
• The Italian Combine: The
fa mous ordic Combine, of course,
consists of the seventy-meter ski jump
followed by an e xhausti ng crosscountry run. In the Italian Combine,
each participant must phone the
woman of his dreams and invite her to
Ristorante Buongiovanni on the day of
the Crease Ball- the contestant is given
four dimes, one of which is Canadian.
After the phone call, the player must
dash fifty meters in a driving rain to a
1975 Fiat Sport Coupe, and attempt to
pick up his dale. The shrewd con-

testant, of course, has used the other
two dimes to call a taxi, knowing that a
Fiat never starts in the rain. Additional
points for stylistic interpretation are
based on the credibility of the story that
each athlete tells his wife the next day.
• Ice Dancinl!: This is a \'ariation
on the graceful skating event which has
recently been made a part of the Winter
Olympics. Springtime ice dancing is
also done in pairs, but skates are forbidden. Each pair of contestants is
given twenty dollars ctwenty-five for
you and me, bub) and sent to the
University Club on a warm, rainy day
in March. When all the money has been
expended on beer, the couple must
leave the building hand in hand, each

made on the athlete in a diCferenl contex t. First, the player must don a
heavy wool s uit, white shirt with extra
starch. and the heaviest wing lips made
All of this occurs in the men's restroom
in Hutchins Hall with three female
janitors watching. Then, the player
must run through all three levels of the
underground law library during exam
week. carrying a Harvard banner and
screaming " Your mamas sleep with
Joel Hyatt" at the top of his lungs.
When the participant is exhausted,
gasping for breath. and getting into the
adrenalin slage, he must drive a car
through the front doors of the Martha
Cook Residence Hall, causing
maximum damage, and immediately

" 'fwas talking the other day with Jerry
Argovitz about writing for ihe Housto~
Law School's newspaper. .. when I got a
I brainstorm."
"Each participant must cross the Ambassador Bridge, going through customs
with a kilo of cocaine, and muttering 'Le
Canada mange le quiche' over and over
again."
clutching Gunther on Con Law and
Browder-and-Cunningham on Property
in his or her free hand. The trick, of
course, is that the temperature has
dropped fifty degrees, and any couple
that can descend the icy steps of the
Union without breaking a limb wins a
gold medal. P oints are subtracted if
Supplements are dropped, and Siamese
twins can enter only if bisexual.
• Biathlon: Cross-country skiing
and marksmanship seem like unlikely
sports to be included in a combination
event, but the point of the biathlon is to
requir e the participant to go from an
exhausting spor t to one which demands
a relaxed and composed posture. In the
new biathalon, the same demands a re

explain to the arresting offict'r why he
has four issues of Child P orn magazrne
on the seat next to him, underneath his
tire chains Californians are given a
five point handicap.
• Rouge: This novel Olympic event
has its roots, of course, in the luge, the
one-person s led-run down a slick
hillside. The rouge, however, lakes advantage of Michigan's great outdoors
and tests the players' sailing ability.
Specifically, each partici pant must
skipper a Barnett Butterfly down the
Detroit River from the opening of the
Ri ver Rouge to the Enrico Fermi
nuclear power plant near Monroe.
Speed, naturally, is the major criterion,
but the rougers have an added incentive

Law in the Raw
Quote of the Week
"Free coffee is a constitutional right. Look it up :
Jua n Valdez versus the United States."
Dr. Johnny Fever, WKRP in Cincinnati

history, legal scholarship, or persuasive argument
to conclude that such a right exists."
Mapco v. Carter,513 F . 2d 1268

Look Ma, No Cavities

In God we trust, all others
pay cash
" Plaintiffs seek to secure from this Court a
ruling. admittedly without precedent, that there
exists a hi therto JUdicially unrecognized and undefined individual constitutional right ... 'to trust
the federal government .. · We find no basis in conStitUtiOnal history. judic1al interpretation, political

1

The longest and mos t expensive case in Scottish
legal history ended with the ruling that fluoridation
of the water supply was illegal. The court bat tle
lasted over three years. cost the state $1.5 million.
and produced five milhon words of evidence bound
in 143 volumes.
The suit was brough by 69-year-old Catherine
McColl, who sued on the grounds that fluoridation of
the water would not benefit her since she was
toothless.
Th!' World Almanac. 1984

to make haste: scientific studies have
shown that Detroit .K1ver water will eat
through a fiberg lass hull in approximately two hours a nd forty
minutes. The point IS usually moot
because no pilot has ever spent more
than ninet\ minutes rn the Downriver
area w1thout being overcome by
noxious fumes and toxic substances
floatrng rn and about the river. P oints
are subtracted for freighter collisions.
but additional points are awarded for
glowing skin and/or extra limbs grown
as a result of excursron
• Steeplechase: The steeplechase
challenges each contestant's patience,
sk1ll, and managerial rngenuity. Each
athlete begins in Windsor. Ontario,
where he or she is given six ounces of
antifreeze. three quarts of oil, a suitcase, and a Chevrolet Vega . After a
brief race 1n the roundabout <S26 fine if
no scatbelt is worn>. each participant
must cross the Ambassador Bridge,
gorng through customs holding a kilo of
cocaine. and muttering " Le Canada
mange le quiche" over and over again.
The player then must drive to Tiger
Stadium at rush hour in a downpour,
without circumventi ng any of the
freeway underpasses. While the contestant s1ts through two innings of the
baseball game 1the hardest part of the
race>, the Olympic Committee moves
his or her <:ar two blocks. The athlete
must put on the Ralph Lauren suit
found in the suitcase, including a gold
ring with the Hope diamond inset, and
go from door to door in Southwest
Detroit cat nightl asking for advice on
how to locate the trusty <rusty?) steed.
After forty minutes of searching, the
participant is allowed to steal another
car, if s/ he can get it down off the cinder blocks In the final leg of the race,
the contestant must return to Ann Arbor on 1-94, losing one point for each
10,000 potholes hit. Players are
disqualified for going cross-country,
since it is much smoother than the
freeway.
So those are the Spring Olympics.
E\'entually, I may start working on Fall
Olympics, but we need a couple of good
seasons to get Spring under our belts. I
think we're off to a good start, though:
Coleman Young has agreed to oversee
the construction contracts, a nd I've
gotten Billy Sims signed up to play on
our side.

compiled by Mich ael J . Woronoff

N ot For Women Only
Boulder. Colo. - The Boulder Office of Human
Rights has banned "Ladies' Nights" in bars and a ny
other specials with discounts limited to women, on
the ground that such events discriminate against
men . Businesses that ignore the ruling can face
fin!'s of up to $300 a day.
AP dispatch quoted in Fortune, 2/ 20/ 84

Happy Landings
In Czechoslovakia, Vera Czermak of Prag ue
discovered her husband was cheating on her. She
contemplated both murder and suicide, a nd chose
the latter, leaping out of her third-story window.
She only had minor injuries. however, because she
landed on her husband, killing him .
De troit Free Press. 1/23/84

